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Abstract
This paper addresses automatic soft missing-feature mask

(MFM) generation based on a leak energy estimation for a si-
multaneous speech recognition system. An MFM is used as a
weight for probability calculation in a recognition process. In
a previous work, a threshold-base-zero-or-one function was ap-
plied to decide if spectral parameter can be reliable or not for
each frequency bin. The function is extended into a weighted
sigmoid function which has two free parameters. In addition, a
contribution ratio of static features is introduced for the proba-
bility calculation in a recognition process which static and dy-
namic features are input. The ratio can be implemented as a
part of soft mask. The average recognition rate based on a soft
MFM improved by about 5% for all directions from a conven-
tional system based on a hard MFM. Word recognition rates
improved from 70 to 80% for peripheral talkers and from 93 to
97% for front speech when speakers were 90 degrees apart.
Index Terms: speech recognition, robot audition, simultaneous
speech recognition, missing feature theory, soft mask

1. Introduction
People who have normal hearing capabilities can comprehend
many kinds of speech sounds under various conditions. For ex-
ample, a person can recognize another speech that is breaking
into his/her recognition process. This means that listeners can
recognise two utterances presented simultaneously. These situ-
ations often happens in daily life. Psycho-physical observations
reveal that people can listen to, at most, two things at once [1].

To realize such a human capability in robot audition, the
robot has to recognize a target speech corrupted by other non-
target speeches as well as recognize the non-target speeches.

Missing-feature theory-based automatic speech recognition
(MFT-ASR) system, which we developed is extended in this
paper. When speeches have data sparseness, they can be dis-
criminated and recognized. Based on computational auditory
scene analysis (CASA), we assumed the data sparseness of the
speeches as

• Speech sound sources are located apart from each other.

• In the frequency domain, the acoustic features of one
speech sources are not always corrupted by the other.

Based on the first assumption, a target speech source direction
from a robot is different from other speech sources. A micro-
phone array can be used to record the speech sound from the

target speech source. After that, the recorded speech sounds
are processed by Sound Source Localization (SSL) and Sound
Source Separation (SSS) to eliminate the acoustic feature of
other speeches, which is called leak noise. Based on the sec-
ond assumption, characteristics in linguistically important fre-
quency bin of the acoustic feature is not severely corrupted by
leak noise.

Since the parameter includes leak noise due to separation
error, we have to estimate the reliability of the target speech’s
acoustic feature to take into account recognition reliability. It is
known that unreliable features degrade recognition performance
more severely than those of reliable features [2].

We propose to use a soft mask to recognize speech whose
acoustic feature has varying reliability. Yamamoto et al. [3] re-
ported that a hard mask is suitable for recognizing such speech.
We expect that recognition accuracy will be improved with the
use of a soft missing-feature mask because more detailed infor-
mation is available for the recognition system. Barker et al. [4]
reported that word recognition rate was improved by soft de-
cisions in missing data in case that acoustic features were cor-
rupted by noise, but non-speech. The experimental results show
that the average recognition rate was improved by about 5% on
a word recognition task.

2. System overview
The general architecture for recognizing several speech sources
at once consists of three components:

1. Sound Source Separation,

2. MFT-ASR, and

3. Automatic missing-feature mask (MFM) generation.

The last component is a bridge between the first and second
components. An overview of the general recognition architec-
ture is shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, we focus on the third com-
ponent, automatic MFM generation. Before describing MFM
generation in next section, closely related components are de-
scribed in this section.

2.1. Acoustic Features of MFT-ASR Systems

Since sound source separation is performed at the level of spec-
tral representation, we adapted spectral features for the MFT-
ASR system. Although the Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficient
(MFCC) is common for ASR, we used the Mel-scale logarith-
mic spectrum (MSLS) obtained by applying inverse discrete co-
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Figure 1: MFM-ASR system overview.

sine transformation (IDCT) to MFCCs. Noise in each frequency
band spreads to all coefficients in the cepstral domain. The cal-
culation of the MSLS is described by Yamamoto et al. [3].
The acoustic feature vector is composed of 48 spectral-related
acoustic features: 24 spectral and 24 differential features which
are refere in the following sections as static and dynamic fea-
ture, respectively. This feature vector is calculated in the MFT-
ASR component before being recognized by the ASR system.

2.2. MFT-ASR Systems

The MFT-ASR system outputs a sequence of phonemes from
acoustic features of separated speech and the corresponding
the MFMs. MFT-ASR system is an hidden Markov model
(HMM) based recognizer, which is commonly used in conven-
tional ASR systems. The only difference is in their decoding
processes. In conventional ASR systems, estimation of a path
with maximum likelihood is based on state transition and out-
put probabilities in the HMM. This process of estimating output
probability is modified in the MFT-ASR system as follows: let
M = [M(1), · · ·M(F )] be an MFM vector and M(f) rep-
resent the reliability of the f -th acoustic feature. The output
probability bj(x) is given by

bj(x) =
LX

l=1

P (l|Sj) exp
n FX

f=1

M(f) log g(x(f)|l, Sj)
o
,(1)

where P (·) is a probability operator, x = [x(1), · · · , x(F )]
is an acoustic feature vector, F is the size of the acoustic fea-
ture vector, Sj is the j-th state, and g(x(f)|Sj) is a mixture
of Gaussian distribution in j-th state. If knowledge about any
unreliable features is not available, the equation of output prob-
ability is equivalent to the conventional equation.

For the MFT-ASR system, we used Multiband Julius [5, 6],
which is an extension of the Japanese real-time large vocabulary
speech recognition engine Julius [7].

3. MISSING-FEATURE MASK
In the MFT-ASR system, Geometric Source Separation (GSS)
with a multi-channel post-filter [3, 8, 11] shown in Fig. 2 is
used as sound source separation. Fig. 2.

3.1. Sound Source Separation and Improvement

We modified a GSS approach proposed by Parra et al. [9] so
as to provide faster adaptation using a stochastic gradient and
shorter time frame estimations [11]. The initial separation us-
ing GSS is followed by the multi-channel post-filter based on
a generalization of beamformer post-filtering [11] for multi-
ple sources. This post-filter uses adaptive spectral estimation
of background noise and interfering sources for enhancing the
signal produced during the initial separation.
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Figure 2: Geometric source separation with multi-channel post-
filter.

The essential feature of our approach is that the noise esti-
mate is decomposed into stationary and transient components,
which are assumed to be due to the leakage between the output
channels in the initial separation stage.

This GSS method operates in the frequency domain. Let
sm(f, t) be real (unknown) sound source m at time frame t
and for discrete frequency f . The vector corresponding to the
sources sm(f, t) is s(f, t), and matrix A(f) is the transfer
function leading from the sources to the microphones. The sig-
nal observed at microphones is expressed as

x(f, t) = A(f)s(f, t) + n(f, t), (2)

where n(f, t) is the non-coherent background noise. The ma-
trix A(f) can be estimated using the result of a sound localiza-
tion algorithm. Assuming that all transfer functions have unity
gain, the elements of A(f) can be expressed as

aij(f) = exp
˘
−j2πfδij

¯
. (3)

The separation result is then defined as y(f, t) =
W (f, t)x(f, t), where W (f, t) is the separation matrix. This
matrix is estimated using the GSS algorithm described by Valin
et al. [11].

The output of the GSS algorithm is then enhanced by a
frequency-domain post-filter based on the optimal estimator
originally proposed by Ephraim et al. [12]. An input of
the multi-channel post-filter is the output of GSS; y(f, t) =
(y1(f, t), · · · , yM (f, t)). An output of the multi-channel post-
filter is ŝ(f, t), which is defined as

ŝ(f, t) = G(f, t)y(f, t), (4)

where G(f, t) is a spectral gain. The estimation of G(f, t) is
based on minimum mean-square error estimation of spectral
amplitude. To estimate G(f, t), noise variance is estimated.

The noise variance estimation λm(f, t) is expressed as

λm(f, t) = λstat.
m (f, t) + λleak

m (f, t), (5)

where λstat.
m (f, t) is the estimate of the stationary component

of the noise for source m at frame t for frequency f , and
λleak
m (f, t) is the estimate of source leakage.

We computed the stationary noise estimate, λstat.
m (f, t), us-

ing the minima controlled recursive average technique [10]. To
estimate λleak

m , we assumed that the interference from other
sources is reduced by factor η (typically -10dB ≤ η ≤ -5 dB)
by LSS. The leakage estimate is thus expressed as

λleak
m (f, t) = η

M−1X
i=0,i�=m

Zi(f, t), (6)

where Zi(f, t) is the smoothed spectrum of the m-th source,
Ym(f, t) and recursively defined (with α− 0.7) [11]:

Zm(f, t) = αZm(f, t− 1) + (1− α)Ym(f, t). (7)
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3.2. MFMGeneration for GSS system

We use feature vector of 48 spectral-related features. The MFM
is a vector corresponding to static and dynamic spectral fea-
tures. Each element of a vector represents the reliability of each
feature. In conventional MFM generation, a binary MFM (i.e., 1
for reliable and 0 for unreliable) was used. We use a soft MFM
whose element of vector ranges from 0.0 to 1.0.

The MFM is computed by using input ym(f, t), output
ŝm(f, t), and the estimated background noise, b(f, t), of the
multi-channel post-filter. These parameters are calculated from
the multi-channel input speech with object related transfer func-
tion (ORTF). The variables filtered by the Mel filter bank are
Ym(f, t), Ŝm(f, t), and B(f, t), respectively. For each Mel-
frequency band, the feature is considered reliable if the ratio of
the output energy over the input energy is greater than a thresh-
old, θhard. This assumes that the more noise present in a certain
frequency band, the lower the post-filter gain will be for that
band.

Let R(f, t) be the raw reliability defined as

R(f, t) =
Ŝm(f, t) +B(f, t)

Ym(f, t)
. (8)

The hard MFM θhard(f, t) for the static spectral feature
[x(1), · · · , x(24)] is defined as

HMs(f, t) = whardQhard(f, t|θhard), (9)

Qhard(f, t|θhard) =

j
1, R(f, t) > θhard
0, otherwise

, (10)

where whard is weight factor (0.0 ≤ whard ≤ 1.0).
The hard MFM HMd(f, t) for the dynamic spectral feature
[x(25), · · · , x(48)] is defined as

HMd(f, t) =

t+2Y
j=t−2,j �=t

Qhard(f, j|θhard). (11)

The unweighted hard mask (Qhard(f, t|θhard)) for the dy-
namic feature is 1 if only the hard masks for the static feature
within two contiguous frames are 1.

The soft MFM SMs(f, t) for the static spectral feature
[x(1), · · · , x(24)] is defined as

SMs(f, t) = wQsoft(R(f, t)|θsoft, k), (12)

Qsoft(x|θsoft, k) =j 1
1+exp(−k(x−θsoft))

, x > θsoft

0, otherwise
, (13)

where wsoft is weight factor (0.0 ≤ wsoft ≤ 1.0).
Qsoft(·|k, θsoft) is a modified sigmoid function which has two
tunable parameters. k and θsoft correspond to the tilt and posi-
tion of the sigmoid function.

The dynamic spectral features are robust against leak noise
and stationary background noise because the dynamic spectral
feature defined as difference of contiguous static features can
cancel leak noise and stationary background noise. The static
spectral feature is less robust than dynamic spectral feature
against such noises. Therefore, it is expected that recognition
rate is improved when contribution of the dynamic spectral fea-
ture is higher than that of the static spectral feature. To increase
the contribution of the dynamic spectral feature, it is effective
to set a small value to wsoft.

Figure 3: Humanoid
robot SIG2 and location
of eight microphones.

200cm

Figure 4: Humanoid robot SIG2
and location of speakers.

The soft MFM SMd(f, t) for the dynamic spectral feature
[x(25), · · · , x(48)] is defined as

SMd(f, t) =
t+2Y

j=t−2,j �=t

Qsoft(R(f, j|k, θsoft)). (14)

4. Experiments
To evaluate the efficiency of automatic MFM generation based
on leak estimation, we performed experiments on recognition of
three simultaneous speech signals. We used the SIG2 robot for
the experiments with eight omnidirectional microphones sym-
metrically placed on the body. The transfer function of the
robot’s body affected the captured sound since the microphones
were not in the air. The positions of the microphones are shown
in Fig. 3. Simultaneous speech signals were recorded in a
room, as shown in Fig. 4 The reverberation time was about 0.35
seconds (RT20). Japanese words were played simultaneously
through three loudspeakers at the same distance 200cm from
the robot. One loudspeaker was fixed in front of the robot, and
the other at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, or 90 degrees to the
left and right of the robot. The volume of the loudspeakers was
set at the same level for all locations. 200 combinations of three
different words were played for each configuration. The words
were selected from 216 phonetically balanced words distributed
by Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute Interna-
tional (ATR). In other words, our system recognized three si-
multaneous speech signals 200 times in each configuration.

4.1. Parameter optimization

To optimize the parameters, θhard, θsoft, k, and w, in
Eq.(9),(12,(13)) for soft mask generation, we performed exper-
iments on recognition of three simultaneous speech signal. Ta-
ble 1 shows the parameter search space. The results show that
the optimal threshold for the hard mask θhard was 0.1 and the
optimal parameter set for the soft mask was {w, θsoft, k} =
{0.3, 0.2, 140}. The soft mask performed better than the hard
mask because the best recognition rates from the center speaker
based on the hard and soft masks are 93% and 97%, respec-
tively. Figure 5 shows the word recognition rate map of the soft
mask for the search space. For the left and right speakers, the
parameter set for the peak of a map was similar to the map.

4.2. Three Simultaneous Speech Recognition

Multiband Julius was used as the MFT-ASR. In the experi-
ments, we used a triphone acoustic model and a grammar-based
language model to recognize isolated words. The triphone is
an HMM which has 3 states and 4 mixtures in each state, and
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Table 1: Parameter search space for mask generation.

Parameters Hard mask Soft mask
Threshold θhard 0.0–0.4 (step 0.05) –

Tilt k – 80–160 (step 20)
Center θsoft – 0.0–0.4 (step 0.05)

Weight w 0.0–1.0 (step 0.1) 0.0–1.0 (step 0.1)

Threshold

W
ei

gh
t

Center / 90 degree

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

95%
90%
85%
80%

Figure 5: Word recognition rate map of soft mask for search
space.

trained on 216 clean phonetically balanced words distributed by
ATR. The size of the vocabulary was 200 words.

4.3. Results

Fig. 6 shows word recognition rates for the hard and soft mask-
based systems, respectively. These rates are the best rates over-
all for the search space. The horizontal axis indicates the speak-
ers’ positions, and the vertical one indicates the word recogni-
tion rates. Details about the searched space is shown in Table
1. For example, “30 and Left” on the horizontal axis means
that the recognition target speaker was located 30 degrees to the
left of the center and other speakers were located the center and
30 degrees to the right of the center. “60 and center” on the
horizontal axis means that the recognition target speaker was
located in front of the robot and the other speakers were located
to each side at 60 degrees from the center. The word recognition
rate improved about 5% in an average overall positions.
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Figure 6: Word recognition rate for each angle.

5. Conclusions
We developed an automatic soft missing-feature mask genera-
tion system for ASR in robots. Experiments to compare soft
with hard mask systems were conducted. The experimental re-
sults show that word recognition rates based on soft mask sys-
tem improved by about 5% compared to the rates based on the
conventional hard mask system. For front direction of the robot,
word recognition rate achieved a 97% recognition rate. This re-
sult is at almost the same level as the rate for clean speech from
single speaker. Future works will be improved recognition rates
for other directions.
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